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What You Should Know Before Buying

 The A-H and 1-8 on the side of 
some boards are called algebraic 
coordinates. Boards with algebraic 
coordinates are perfect for players 
planning to study chess or for 
players that are new to the game.

 For players who like fast chess, aka 
blitz chess, check out pieces with a 
low center of gravity for simple 
and optimal movement. Pair your 
pieces with a wood or vinyl board 
for easy sliding to keep your games 
ultra fast.

 Chess piece sets with extra queens 
help during pawn promotion in 
game. It isn’t totally necessary, but 
it’s nice to not have to improvise a 
different piece or borrow from 
another game.

  Weighted chess pieces are usually 
preferred to their unweighted 
counterparts because they don’t 
tip over as easily and are much 
more comfortable to move and 
place. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Promotion_(chess)
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 Themed chess sets range in topic 
from Civil War to Egyptian to Golf 
and beyond. They are fun, 
decorative and eye catching 
conversation pieces for any home. 
Themed chess sets don’t play quite 
as well as standard sets. How is a 
guest supposed to know if the golf trophy is the bishop or 
the knight? Luckily after a short adjustment period, set 
owners likely won’t find this to be a problem.

 Fine wood chess sets can range in 
price from as low as $70 to as high 
as $600. Most casual players will 
find many sets under $150 more 
than sufficient for their needs, 
especially if you plan to get a lot of 
play time out of it.

 Sheesham wood and Rosewood 
sets are ideal if you want your set 
to be functional and decorative. 
Sheesham is light or medium 
brown and Rosewood is medium 
to dark brown. Many players bring 
these wood sets to clubs and 
competitions due to their durability and practicality. 

https://chesswarehouse.com/products/civil-war-theme-set
https://chesswarehouse.com/products/egyptian-chest-set
https://chesswarehouse.com/products/golf-pewter-chess-set
https://chesswarehouse.com/collections/wood-chess-sets/products/small-shshm-french-14-walnut-brd
https://chesswarehouse.com/collections/wood-chess-sets/products/chetak-ebony-dq-ebony-thick-brd
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  For your chess piece set to qualify 
for use in club or competition play 
your king will have to be ~3 ¾” tall 
within a quarter of an inch. The 
pieces must also follow the 
traditional design shape.

  Veneers are thin sheets of some of 
the most expensive and exotic 
wood types in the world. Veneer 
boards boast beautiful finishes 
while sacrificing nothing in the way 
of durability.

  Chests are chess boards with a 
storage compartment for pieces 
below the board itself. Chests are 
perfect for keeping a tidy look or 
travel.

It's about chess. 
It's about art. 
It's about elegance. 

https://chesswarehouse.com/products/triple-weighted-tournament-chessmen
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Main Wood Board Types

Boxwood 
An inexpensive but colorful wood, usually light yellow brown 
with hints of red. Boxwood stains very well and thus many of 
the unnaturally colored boards are stained boxwood. 
lightwood that makes up some of the least expensive chess 
sets.

Maple 
A very light brown wood with a pearly tone. Quite commonly 
paired with black or walnut and in the mid-priced range.

Walnut 
One of, if not the most common type of wood chess board 
material. Usually a dark, greyish brown, walnut stains very well 
and is incredibly durable.

Ebony 
A dark, heavy and often expensive black wood. Ebony chess 
sets are incredibly luxurious and quite rare. Ebony veneers are 
often used to provide a more upscale feel to mid-priced sets.

Rosewood
A medium to dark brown wood that is very durable and 
decorative. Rosewood is an ideal choice for mid-priced chess 
sets that are both functional and eye catching.

Sheesham
A light to medium brown wood that, like Rosewood, is as 
durable as it is decorative. Also an ideal choice for an all around 
great mid-priced set.
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Wood Board Preview
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